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1

Background & professional experience

1.1

Background

1

This report has been prepared by Mark Reilly. The findings are based upon my
training and experience in landscape architecture and landscape & visual impact
assessment.
I am a Principal Landscape Architect with Tract Consultants Pty Ltd that specialises in
landscape architecture, urban design and town planning.
I am a Registered Landscape Architect (No 650) with 35 years’ experience. Details of
my qualifications and project experience are described in Appendix D.

2

The LVIA technical report on which this evidence is based was prepared by Mark
Reilly (report and assessment) and Dr Ata Tara (ZVI modelling & photography).

3

I have been retained by Dandy Premix Quarries Pty Ltd and instructed by Equipe
Lawyers (Mr Andrew Natoli).

4

My evidence is based on an assessment of the following

Background information
Existing conditions survey and aerial photography 2019
Hearing Book documents

Tract

6

Appendix 4 to Volume 1 – Work Authority No 1488

7

Appendix 5 to Volume 1 – Landscape & Vegetation Plan

11

Appendix 9 to Volume 1 – Figure 3 Site Layout Plan & Fig 4 Rehabilitation Plan

12

Appendix 10 to Volume 1 – Rehabilitation & Site Closure Plan
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22

Report 4 of Volume 2 – Grantville Sand Quarry – Stage 2 Landscape & Visual
Impact Assessment, Final Technical Report 20th July 2020 (the basis of this
evidence)

34

Council Agenda Report

35

Council meeting minutes

Objections – all were reviewed, but the following include comments related to LVIA
matters. Nos 58, 62, 74, 76, 84, 86, 96, 100, 107 and 109
179

5

Tract

Staging Plan prepared by BCA

Report Appendices:
Appendix A

Aerial Site Plan

Appendix B

Proposed Work Plan Variation

Appendix C

Practice Direction No. 2 Statement of Independent Expertise

Appendix D

Abbreviated Curriculum Vitae

Appendix E

Glossary of Terms

Appendix F

Nature & Magnitude of Impacts – Definition
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1.2

Summary

Existing conditions
6

The subject site has an existing quarry operation which results in no direct visual
impacts on surrounding areas, including Bass Highway, the most sensitive visual
receptor.

7

The low ridgeline in the western part of the site functions as the main visual buffer to
existing quarry operations and both the landform and vegetation patterns within this
area are critical visual impact mitigation features for current and any future quarry
development. Landscape development along the Bass Highway frontage has the
potential to screen all site views.

8

The elevated eastern part of the site has a relatively higher visibility and landscape
sensitivity than the lower western part of the site and requires a site-specific design
and impact mitigation approach.

Landscape impacts – proposed new works
9

The central part of the site has already been extensively altered through quarrying
operations and has low landscape values. The proposed changes to quarrying
operations will have no significant impact on landscape values in this area.

10

The elevated eastern ridgeline has a relatively higher landscape sensitivity than the
western part of the site because of its landform and existing vegetation. Removal of
vegetation for quarrying in this location will have a moderate to high adverse impact
on the landscape, depending on the degree of vegetation clearance. These impacts
can be substantially or fully mitigated over time through land forming and
revegetation. The staged extraction and rehabilitation plan described in Hearing Book
Tab 179 is considered appropriate.
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11

The western end of the site, beyond the low ridge, is to be kept as a rural landscape
with a series of wind row plantations that screen the works areas to the east. While
the existing landform provides the main visual buffer, vegetation is critical to the longterm visual mitigation strategy.

Visual impacts – proposed new works
12

Camera viewpoints 1 (Bass Highway / west) and 5 (Shuntoff Road / east) are
considered to be the most important viewing locations based on Zone of Visual
Influence and wireframe modelling. Both locations have the potential to see small
parts of the upper quarry pit and small parts of the overburden stockpile.

13

Actual visibility is likely to be substantially less than the modelled results because the
model relies on a ‘maximum development’ scenario that would not actually exist due
to progressive development of the quarry pits and progressive rehabilitation / revegetation. Both these viewpoints are considered to have only low significance visual
impacts as a result of the future quarry proposal.

14

Camera viewpoint 1 is considered to be the most sensitive visual receptor because of
the nature of highway traffic.
Residents to the west are unlikely to have significant views of the quarry because of
intervening vegetation and structures, but these private landowner views have not
been assessed.

15

Camera viewpoint 5 is not considered to be a sensitive visual receptor because it is a
local rural road with very low levels of rural related use.

16

Viewing points from Westernport Bay and locations such Corinella Jetty are
considered to be low visual sensitivity locations where changes within the subject site
are likely to be barely discernible and seen as small colour changes within a much
larger and complex visual field.
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17

Traffic impacts on Bass Highway will increase but the visual effects of truck
movements are likely to be less noticeable because of the effect of traffic signals
which will significantly decrease the north – south movement of trucks along the
highway adjacent to the site.

Cumulative impacts
18

Both the signalised intersection and increased truck movements represent a
cumulative impact, but these impacts are not considered to be significant on the basis
of the scale of the change and concurrent development changes in the surrounding
Grantville area.

Mitigation
19

The low western ridgeline provides the primary visual buffer between Bass Highway
and the active quarry areas. Its retention is critical. Mitigation planting within this
area is equally important and will provide a secondary area of visual screening to the
new quarry site on the eastern ridgeline (in addition to the vegetation and screening
retained around the eastern extraction pit).

20

Maintaining existing vegetation areas east and west of the proposed upper pit. This
will provide the primary visual screen to the upper pit from distant viewpoints. The
five-stage extraction and rehabilitation process described in Hearing Book Tab 179 is
appropriate to this outcome.

21

Progressive grassing / revegetation of the quarry stages should be undertaken as
soon as possible after completion of works to minimise the area of disturbed ground
visible from the surrounding landscape and to provide new screening layers. ‘Layers’
of planting in strategic locations relating to view corridors are important.

22

Minimising the height of the overburden stockpile will result in less visibility or parts of
the stockpile from critical viewpoints, but this is already a likely consequence of the
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proposed progressive rehabilitation of quarry pits (the overburden stockpile is unlikely
to reach its full potential shape and height).

Residual impacts
23

Long term residual impacts will primarily relate to landscape character rather than
visual quality. Assuming a baseline agricultural land use, the residual impacts are
likely to include the following:
§

Changed landform within the body of the site, including a large permanent
water body and drainage connection to Deep Creek

§

An overall increase in woodland planting over an extended timeframe

§

Potential change in the pattern of viewing due to new planting within the
western part of the site, west of the low ridgeline.

Council and community comments
24

The Council meeting documentation adopted a resolution that accepts the findings
and mitigation recommendations within the LVIA Technical Study (Hearing Book Tab
22) without change.
‘A revised landscape and vegetation plan, prepared by a qualified person, detailing the
location of planting or establishment, botanical and common names, height at maturity
of the vegetation (locally indigenous species) and ongoing management of the
vegetation to be planted for the purposes of landscaping, screening, vegetation of
drainage lines and for a flora and fauna corridor (linking the forested areas to the north
and south of the Work Authority area). The plan must be prepared in accordance
with the mitigation measure listed in the Landscape and Visual Impact
assessment prepared by Tract Consulting dated 6 July 2020.’ (p61 Council
Minutes)
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The effect of the Distinctive Areas Landscapes (DAL) process has not been resolved
at this time. The concerns identified by Council do not relate to site specific LVIA
matters.
‘Bass Coast Shire was declared a Distinctive Areas and Landscape for its natural
environment legacy. Whilst the Act covers resources, the industry is inconsistent with
the Shire’s natural environment visitor economy and the economic assessment fails to
address the impact on the Regions Visitor Economy.’ (p59 Council Minutes)

25

Community comments generally focus on three elements:
§

Questions over possible additional planning controls that could result from the
Distinctive Areas Landscapes process.

§

General concerns about the proponents track record in achieving proposed
landscape and environmental mitigation outcomes.

§

Concerns about an intensification of quarrying activities causing a change to
the character of Grantville – a more ‘industrial’ appearance.

1.3

Evaluation

26

The Bass Coast planning framework and related state government policies do not rate
the subject site as a site of special landscape importance. It is not subject to special
overlay protections.
The DAL process is unlikely to significantly change policy settings related to the site.
The lack of off-site visual impacts is consistent with DAL objectives.

27

While formal LVIA related planning controls do not apply to the site, its general
location adjoining a regional highway and the nature of surrounding landscape areas
suggest that the overall landscape character and visual amenity of the site setting
should be maintained to a level that is compatible with its wider setting.
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28

Bass Highway represents the most sensitive viewpoint and therefore mitigation of
impacts from this location is the most important factor. Maintaining the landform and
vegetation patterns of the western ridge (the Bass Highway frontage) are critical
factors in impact mitigation. Proposed mitigation measures address these impacts.

29

Other potential viewpoints (east and west) provide only distant views which are likely
to provide such limited and small-scale views of the quarry operational area that they
are not rated as significant.

30

The elevated ridgeline in the eastern end of the site must be seen as a different
landscape element that requires its own mitigation treatments. Managing the location
of haul roads, maintaining existing vegetation, progressive extraction / rehabilitation /
revegetation are critical elements. The five-stage extraction and rehabilitation process
described in Hearing Book Tab 179 is appropriate to this outcome.

1.4

Recommendation

31

With an optimal staged extraction process, progressive site rehabilitation and effective
mitigation treatments, the Stage 2 quarry proposal represents an acceptable change
to the landscape and scenic values of the Grantville site and the wider setting.
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2

Context

2.1

Introduction

32

The Grantville Sand Quarry Stage 2 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Final
Technical Report, July 2020 (Tab 22 Hearing Book) has been prepared by Tract
Consultants Pty Ltd for Dandy Premix Quarries Pty Ltd. The report provides a
technical evaluation of the potential landscape and visual effects associated with
proposed Stage 2 sand extraction works at the existing sand extraction pit and
processing operation at 1381 – 1395 Bass Highway, Grantville 3984. This work forms
the basis of this expert evidence.
This LVIA follows an earlier Stage 1 LVIA technical report which preceded the original
quarry establishment.

33

For the purpose of the LVIA, a study area with a 6km radius from the centre of subject
site was used for the desktop study and 3D modelling process. Field investigations
expanded up to 10km distance from the subject site to confirm modelled findings.

2.2

Project description

34

The site is currently used for sand quarrying and processing activities within the
approved Working Plan area. The existing sand quarry and processing operation (WA
1488) is focussed on the western part of the site. The remainder of site is used for
grazing and is mainly cleared with scattered vegetation along drainage lines and with
sections of woodland at higher elevations within the eastern parts of the site. Refer
Appendix A.
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35

The nature of the proposed future development is described in the Hearing Book Part
1 documentation. The LVIA Stage 2 Technical Report which forms the basis of this
evidence was based on the site development proposal described in Appendix B. The
analysis of staging effects provided in this report is based on a later plan series shown
in Hearing Book (Tab 179 Staging Plan BCA 8th Feb 2021).

2.3

Policy context

36

This section provides an overview of landscape or visual management policies that
directly affect the study site and site surroundings, or describe community values that
can inform, or provide an appropriate reference for, the landscape and visual
assessment process.

37

The subject site is within the municipal area of the Bass Coast Shire Council and
therefore subject to the Bass Coast Planning Scheme. The site is located within the
Farming Zone (FZ) and is subject to the Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO). No
other overlays apply. A summary of the relevant planning framework is provided in
the LVIA Technical Report (Tab 22 within the Hearing Book)

Bass Coast Planning Scheme statutory provisions and policy documents with implications
for landscape values include the following:
38

A key theme of the Bass Coast Planning Scheme and related strategic documentation
is the protection of the significant landscape character of the municipality. A major
contributing element of this is the character and visual attraction of the coastline.
These landscapes are considered to be important contributors to the social, cultural,
economic, and environmental growth of the region.

39

The Planning Scheme specifically refers to the known sand resources at The GurdiesGrantville area. The stated objectives and strategies are intended to ensure that
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extraction of stone is carried out in accordance with high environmental standards and
does not have a detrimental impact on the environment or significant landscape areas;
that extensive buffer zones of indigenous vegetation are planted around quarries and
that quarries are located or designed so as to minimise impacts on areas of high
landscape and environmental quality.
40

The subject site is not specifically designated by Bass Coast Shire as an area of high
landscape or scenic value (evidenced through the absence of either Environmental
Significance Overlay or Significant Landscape Overlay).
Logically, the location is likely to be considered to have some level of landscape and
visual value related to its near coastal location, the adjacent PCRZ land, its position as
part of the overall ‘The Gurdies’ landscape and its visual relationship to the Bass
Highway corridor. These site relationships suggest that the siting and design of
development within the subject site should be sensitive to the values attached to the
broader coastal landscape and managed in a way that limits off site visual effects.

41

The Bass Highway is considered an important viewing corridor with a relationship to
the surrounding coastal landscape and a role as a regional tourism route linked to
Phillip Island and Gippsland tourism destinations. The appearance of the subject site
from Bass Highway is therefore a potential component of a regional driving-based
tourism experience.

42

The Bass Coast Planning Scheme encourages some growth beyond urban zoned
land and infill development within the township boundary. Whilst the Site is located
outside of the township boundary, Grantville is strategically planned to intensify in
residential, commercial, and industrial use which will lead to further development and
traffic related impacts on the existing landscape character of the area.

43

The Bass Coast Planning Scheme generally has the objective of protecting
environmentally and visually sensitive areas, landscapes and open spaces that
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contribute to the character, identity and sustainability of rural, residential and coastal
environments. Conservation strategies include measures to ensure that:
§

New development does not detract from the natural quality of sensitive
landscape areas such as bays and coastlines. (Not directly applicable to the
subject site).

§

Development is subordinate to the natural, visual and landscape character of
the setting. (Applicable to the subject site)

§

Locally significant views that contribute to the character of the coastal and
coastal hinterland areas are protected. (Not directly applicable to the subject
site).

§

The visual and landscape quality of hill tops, ridgelines and other key
landforms are protected. (Applicable to the subject site)

44

Gippsland Regional Growth Plan May 2014 (GRGP) identifies that there are many
significant landscapes within the region.
Specifically, it relies on the characterisation and assessment of landscape value
contained within the Coastal Spaces Landscape Assessment Study. The
recommendations of this Study are adopted into planning schemes through the
application of the Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO) and the Environmental
Significance Overlay (ESO).
Neither the Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO) nor the Environmental Significance
Overlay (ESO) affect the site, nor any land within immediate proximity of the site. A
coastal spanning ESO is located west of the site towards Queensferry and a large
SLO is located south and east of the site.

45

The Coastal Spaces Landscape Assessment Study (September 2006) report
describes the Westernport Lowlands in a manner that is consistent with the
description implemented in the Planning Scheme (particularly clauses 21.02-7 and
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21.08). Visual significance of coastal landscapes is assessed in the following terms
“the landscape is significant for its visual qualities, including landform features, views,
edges or contrasts, and for its predominantly natural or undeveloped character, in
which development is absent or clearly subordinate to natural landscape
characteristics”.
46

Within the Gippsland region, the landscape of the eastern shore of Westernport Bay
(including the subject site) is designated as being of Local Significance (a minimum
standard for every part of the Victorian coast).
The subject site was not among the areas recommended for application of a
Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO).

47

The Victorian Coastal Strategy (2014) seeks to provide a long-term vision and
integrated management framework for the coast of Victoria. It applies to all Victorian
coastal waters, which as defined by the Strategy ‘encompass coastal, estuarine and
marine environments on both public and private land’. This includes foreshores up to
200 metres from the high-water mark, coastal hinterland, catchments, and
atmosphere around the coast.

48

The Strategy acknowledges that the coast provides social, cultural, economic, and
environmental benefits for all Victorians. This includes through the distinctive
character of coastal townships separated by natural or rural landscapes which the
Strategy, alongside State and Local Planning Policy, seeks to protect.
The subject site does not fall within the applicable foreshore zone.

49

Bass Coast Distinctive Areas and Landscapes (DAL) March 2020
Under the Planning and Environment Amendment (Distinctive Areas and Landscapes)
Act 2018, an area in Victoria can be declared a ‘distinctive area and landscape’ (DAL)
if it meets certain attributes and if its social, cultural, environmental and economic
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values could be lost or irreversibly damaged by the impacts of urban encroachment,
climate change, or by other impacts.
50

The Bass Coast DAL was declared in October 2019. The declaration applies to the
whole Bass Coast Shire and extends 600 metres seaward of the low-water mark.
The declaration triggers the development of a draft Statement of Planning Policy
(SPP) by DELWP in partnership with the Bass Coast Shire Council and the Bunurong
Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (BLCAC). The SPP will create a framework for
the future use and development of land in the DAL, to ensure its attributes are
protected.

51

The subject site falls within the Waterline and Bass River Precinct. Notable features
include:
§

Environment and landscape: internationally recognised Ramsar-listed
wetlands, the Bass River catchment, the Bass Hills and the views along the
Bass Highway corridor, the Gurdies Nature Conservation Reserve (NCR), the
Hurdy Gurdy Creek NCR, the Grantville NCR and the Reef Island and Bass
Mouth NCR

§

Economy and infrastructure: The Bass Highway, the Bass Coast Rail Trail, a
high-pressure gas pipeline, Candowie Reservoir, the underground pipeline
from the Victorian Desalination Project, the French Island barge linking
Corinella and French Island and state-significant mineral sands deposits

52

Challenges for the precinct include:
§

The need for long-term management and rehabilitation of mineral sands
extractive areas

§

Upgrades to the Bass Highway to accommodate more freight and vehicle
movements
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53

Strategic directions – landscape
To protect and enhance the significant coastal and rural landscapes of the Bass Coast
DAL, the SPP may include planning controls, land management strategies and/or
other mechanisms to:
§

Protect significant rural and coastal landscapes through clear planning controls

§

Guide development within settlements, to ensure it is sympathetic to the
surrounding landscape through built form controls (for example, on building
heights and setbacks)

§

Protect key viewing corridors and vantage points

§

Protect green breaks between townships, to avoid sprawl along the coast

§

Retain and increase native vegetation cover that contributes to significant
landscapes.

54

The subject site does not contain listed conservation reserves that are subject to the
Bass Coast DAL protection requirements or related planning controls but is located
within close proximity to listed sites.
The site specific LVIA process addresses the protection and enhancement controls
listed above.

55

Tourism values
The Grantville area is not specifically mentioned in the Tourism Victoria Regional
Tourism Action Plan 2009 – 2012 however the Bass Highway is a regional route linked
to key tourism destinations such as Phillip Island and the wider Gippsland Tourism
Region. On that basis landscape and visual quality are likely to be seen as important
values that generally support regional and local tourism initiatives.
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3

Assessment of baseline conditions

3.1

Baseline conditions

56

The subject site has an existing quarry operation which results in no direct visual
impacts on surrounding areas, including Bass Highway which is the most sensitive
visual receptor.

57

Landscape quality and significance. The subject site has no formal status as a
significant landscape and is rated overall as having a relatively low scenic quality
on the basis of the common nature of the landscape type and the degree of alteration,
including the existing quarry. The elevated eastern part of the site has a marginally
higher value based on landform and remnant vegetation, but this is a small part of the
overall site and does not change the overall site rating.

58

Landscape sensitivity. The central part of the site has a low level of landscape
sensitivity based on its altered condition and visual separation. The western part of
subject site close to the highway and the elevated ridgeline to the east has a
moderate level of landscape sensitivity and some community value primarily
because of the visual relationship to the Bass Highway corridor. The site also has
general visual links to the Bass Hills landscape and distant visual links to Westernport
Bay. These relationships suggest that development changes within the subject site
should be managed to minimise visual effects on these receptors.

59

The low ridge that separates the current operational and extraction areas from the
Bass Highway, in combination with existing vegetation, is an important mitigating
factor for views into the site from the Bass Highway.
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60

Landscape value. Existing planning policy suggests that the overall site is rated as
low landscape value on the basis that it is a relatively common landscape type with
no distinctive features. The elevated parts of the site (eastern half) will contribute to
the overall visual character and quality of the coastal edge and are likely to be subject
to a marginally higher scenic value rating.

61

Visual absorption capability. The existing approved extraction and processing
areas within the western part of the site have a relatively high visual absorption
capability based on their visually contained location and altered condition.
The elevated eastern part of the site has a moderate visual absorption capability
based on its higher elevation and view potential, and existing tree cover.

62

Visibility. Views from Bass Highway to the current quarry operation are blocked by
landform and vegetation. Possible viewpoints range from 1.5 east to 15km to the
west. At closer distances, views are blocked by landform, vegetation and existing
residential features, although second storey views from isolated locations cannot be
excluded on the basis of the current study (publicly accessible viewpoints only).

63

At the most distant viewpoint (Corinella Jetty) a view of the elevated eastern part of
the site (only) is possible but represents a small component of a much larger and
visually complex view. The assessment findings suggest that there are no
significant land-based views.

64

Water-based views are possible beyond 1.5km distance but this is considered to be a
low sensitivity receptor area based on the likely nature of users (primarily fishing).

65

Theoretical views to the site from surrounding reserve areas are restricted by existing
landforms and on site / off site vegetation. These features are likely to be maintained
over the long term. Zone of Visual Influence (ZVI) modelling and field assessment
confirms that there are no views to the existing operational area from major public
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or private visual receptor areas and that this condition is likely to exist with or without
vegetation for all areas except The Gurdies Reserve edge and the Deep Creek / Bass
Highway locations which could be exposed to views if all vegetation was to be
removed within the reserves and the adjoining property through catastrophic bushfire
resulting in total tree clearance (an unlikely scenario). If this were to happen, the
entire landscape of the wider setting and patterns of viewing would change which
would bring into play other quarry sites, residential and commercial land uses.
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4

Assessment of proposed new conditions

4.1

Landscape impacts
A detailed assessment of landscape impacts is provided in the LVIA Technical Report
(Tab 22 Hearing Book).

66

For the purposes of the evaluation the overall site was considered as three parts.
The western part of the site (west of the low ridgeline) is proposed to remain in its
existing farm / residential use but with additional wind row plantations of mixed native
species. Future development within the central and eastern sections will have no
significant impact on landscape values in this area.
The central part of the site has already been substantially altered through quarrying
operations and has low landscape values. The proposed changes to quarrying
operations will have no significant impact on landscape values in this area.
The elevated eastern ridgeline has a relatively higher landscape sensitivity than the
western part of the site because of its landform and existing vegetation. Removal of
vegetation for quarrying in this location will have a moderate to high adverse impact
on the landscape, depending on the degree of vegetation clearance and the
landscape rehabilitation process.
Impacts are partly and potentially fully reversible through rehabilitation land-forming
and revegetation works.
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4.2

Visual impacts
A detailed assessment of visual impacts is provided in the LVIA Technical Report
(Tab 22 Hearing Book).

67

The visibility impact assessment is based on a combination of line of sight modelling
(Zone of Visual Influence / ZVI) with and without existing vegetation, on-site inspection
and wire frame modelling from representative viewpoints.

ZVI modelling
68

Note: These are theoretical, computer generated visible areas only and do not
necessarily represent actual views. Actual views are validated by on-site inspection
and by site specific, photo-based wire-frame images.

69

Bass Highway visibility. The ‘no vegetation’ model indicates the likely visibility of
small upper sections the western face of the elevated eastern ridgeline and the
northern face of the overburden stockpile.
The ‘with vegetation’ model indicates the elimination of most views into the site. The
model indicates a possible shallow view of the top of the elevated eastern face of the
quarry pit where existing vegetation has been removed on the western side of the pit.

70

Central area visibility. There are no views of the central quarry area.

71

Eastern ridgeline visibility. The ‘no vegetation’ model indicates small pockets of
potential onshore visibility, including one location where Deep Creek crosses Bass
Highway north of the site entry. The model indicates broad visibility offshore but at
distances that are likely to have little impact on the viewer.
The ‘with vegetation’ model indicates that virtually all land-based views and many
offshore views are screened by vegetation. Distant views from the Corinella Jetty
remain.
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72

Overburden stockpile visibility. The ‘no vegetation’ model indicates minimal view
potential. The ‘with vegetation’ model indicates minimal view potential and an
increase in visual screening from the south and north. Any chance of visibility is likely
to relate to the northern face of the stockpile.

Wire frame images
73

Camera viewpoints 1 and 5 are considered to be the most important viewing locations
based on Zone of Visual Influence and wireframe modelling. Both locations have the
potential to see small parts of the upper quarry pit and small parts of the overburden
stockpile. Camera locations are shown in Figure 1.
Actual visibility is likely to be less than the modelled results because the model relies
on a ‘maximum development’ scenario that would not actually exist due to progressive
development of the quarry pits and progressive rehabilitation / re-vegetation.

74

Camera viewpoint 1 (Bass Highway) is considered to be the most sensitive receptor
location based on the nature of the location (regional highway), the number and
nature of users (residential and tourism in particular). Drivers on Bass Highway and
residents west of the subject site are likely to experience similar views to existing and
are likely to be unaffected by proposed future quarry developments, provided that
progressive mitigation measures are implemented. The visual impact is rated as
Minor / Adverse with a Low Significance rating.

75

Traffic signals at the quarry entrance will be clearly evident but seen as part of a
composition of elements in this location, including housing, noise walls and roadways.
Other signalised intersections occur south and north of the subject site. This change
represents a minor cumulative visual impact on the general location, but one that is
consistent with future regional tourism growth and Grantville development.
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76

Camera viewpoint 5 (Shuntoff Road) is not considered to be a sensitive visual
receptor because it is a local rural road with very low levels of rural related use. The
visual impact is rated as Negligible with a Low Significance rating.

77

Camera viewpoint 9 (Westernport Bay) water viewing points and Corinella Jetty are
considered to be low visual sensitivity locations where changes within the subject site
are likely to be barely discernible and seen as small colour changes within a much
larger complex visual field. The visual impact is rated as Minor / Adverse with a
Low Significance rating.

78

Traffic changes on Bass Highway (truck movement) will increase (double) but the
visual impact of truck movements is likely to be offset by the effect of traffic signals
which will significantly decrease the north – south movement of trucks along the
highway adjacent to the site.

Figure 1
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4.3

Impact Mitigation

79

General quarry rehabilitation is described within the Application (Tabs 11 & 12 of the
Hearing Book).
The following section considers:
§

The specific eastern ridge extraction / rehabilitation sequence that has been
developed as a response to visual impact considerations. (Refer Hearing Book
Tab 179 Staging Plan BCA 8th Feb 2021)

§

General landscape and visual impact mitigation measures.

Proposed quarrying and rehabilitation sequence
80

The five-stage extraction and rehabilitation process described in Hearing Book Tab
179 is based on a series of principles that are intended to mitigate potential visual
impacts resulting from quarrying within the elevated eastern ridge location.

81

The primary focus of the approach is on mitigating any possible visual impacts from
the west.
§

Keep haul roads within the proposed extraction area and already disturbed
areas.

§

Retain existing vegetation along contour levels in locations where the height of
existing trees exceed the elevation of the excavation.

§

Establish a planted screening bund where existing vegetation does not provide
adequate screening. The intent is to establish screening vegetation to a
suitable height before quarrying occurs above the screen location.

§

Progressively rehabilitate the landform and vegetation cover on quarried areas.

§

Maintain all material handling and processing operations at lower elevations
within the main quarry area.

§

It is assumed that rehabilitation planting will be based on EVC planting that
matches the existing woodland community.
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82

The staged approach to quarrying and rehabilitation is an appropriate response to
the site and to existing patterns of viewing. The success of the strategy however
depends on:
§

The ongoing health and physical protection of the retained woodland. This
assumes that groundwater and surface drainage conditions are not adversely
affected to a level that affects long term vegetation viability.

§

The success of screening bund planting.

§

The success of rehabilitation works and the ability of those works to produce
growing conditions that support appropriate (existing) EVC planting types.

§

No elevated structures and elevated, unscreened lighting at the extraction area.

General mitigation measures
83

Proposed LVIA impact mitigation measures are described in the report Hearing Book
Tab 22.

84

Landscape mitigation will apply to the whole operational area and the impacts will
be only partly reversible. Refilling of some extraction areas with processed
materials will be possible and should fully address changes to the elevated eastern
ridgeline. The five-stage extraction and rehabilitation process described in Hearing
Book Tab 179 is appropriate to this outcome.
Remaining excavation areas will only be partly reformed which will lead to a large
permanent waterbody, new edge landforms and (potentially) new habitat and
landscape systems.
Given the location of the site, its established reserve areas and its relationship to
Deep Creek and the wider The Gurdies landscape, there is potential for the site to be
developed into an ecologically rich landscape that adds value to the wider landscape
network.
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85

Visual mitigation. Visual impacts recorded for the project site can be substantially
mitigated during the operational phase of the project and fully mitigated over the long
term.
Visual mitigation measures primarily relate to two locations:

86

§

Bass Highway viewpoints

§

Distant viewpoints (Westernport Bay / Corinella Jetty / Shuntoff Road)

Bass Highway and areas to the west. Mitigation and overall environmental
enhancement are likely to be best achieved by the following measures:
§

Retaining the existing landform profiles (the low ridgeline) at the western edge
of the site. The ridgeline provides the primary visual buffer between Bass
Highway and the active quarry areas.

§

Developing shelter plantations to the western property boundary to match the
agricultural landscape setting surrounding the site. This strategy has already
been implemented in parts of the site.

§

Maintaining existing vegetation areas east and west of the proposed upper pit.
This will provide the primary visual screen to the upper pit from distant
viewpoints. The five-stage extraction and rehabilitation process described in
Hearing Book Tab 179 is appropriate to this outcome.

§

Progressive grassing / revegetation of the quarry stages should be undertaken
as soon as possible after completion of works to minimise the area of disturbed
ground visible from the surrounding landscape and to provide new screening
layers. ‘Layers’ of planting in strategic locations relating to view corridors are
important.
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§

Minimising the height of the overburden stockpile will result in less visibility
from critical viewpoints but this is already a likely consequence of the proposed
progressive rehabilitation of quarry pits (the overburden stockpile is unlikely to
reach its full potential shape and height).

§

Use plant species that match EVC plant types or exotic species which are
typical of the regional agricultural landscape.

§

Shield all lighting to minimise light spill and radiance.

§

Note: On-site structures and stockpiles should be located within the quarry
area and at elevations that will not be seen. On that basis no further mitigation
measures are proposed.

87

Distant viewpoints to the west and east. General mitigation measures listed above
apply. No site-specific mitigation measures are required as the nature and magnitude
of the impact, both short and long term, is insignificant.

4.4

Residual impacts

88

Long term residual impacts will primarily relate to landscape character rather than
visual quality. The long term (post quarry) land use is not known at this time. At a
minimum the site will revert to a limited agricultural / conservation uses.

89

Assuming baseline agricultural and conservation-based land use, the residual impacts
are likely to include the following:
§

Changed landform within the body of the site, including a large permanent
water body and drainage connection to Deep Creek

§

An overall increase in woodland planting over an extended timeframe

§

Potential change in the pattern of viewing due to new planting within the
western part of the site, west of the low ridgeline.
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4.5

Cumulative impacts

90

Long term cumulative impacts
The new signalised intersection provides an addition to a road section that already
has signalised intersections north and south of the site. Based on the current Bass
Coast planning framework, Grantville is likely to grow in terms of population and
commercial land uses. The intersection will add to the existing visibility of road
infrastructure, but this feature is not considered to represent an unacceptable
cumulative impact.

91

The truck-based traffic level will double to 240 movements per day. This overall site
increase will be offset by the ability of trucks to turn directly north and avoid double
movements through town. This increase is also likely to be obscured by general
growth in regional traffic, particularly tourism and leisure related traffic, along with
general community growth within the Grantville area. This feature is not considered to
represent an unacceptable cumulative impact.

92

Vegetation / habitat loss is considered a short to medium impact will can be fully
reversed over time. With appropriate mitigation works there should be no cumulative
visual impacts related to the site.

4.6

Bass Coast Shire Council submission

93

Bass Coast Shire Council Meeting Agenda (Hearing Book Tab 34) and Council
Minutes (Hearing Book Tab 35) deal with matters related to Planning Application
120388-1.

Council Meeting Minutes 17th Feb 2021
94
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§

Three residents asked about the timing of Council’s response to the future DAL
and how this may apply to a decision on future quarries (referring to the
Grantville Sand application).
Councils response stated that due to timing requirements, the application
would have to be processed prior to resolution of the DAL policy. Council has
agreed to come to a position on the DAL as a part of the Panel process.

§

Three residents questioned the progress of previous site rehabilitation actions
and Council’s monitoring of those actions.
Council stated that all aspects would be considered within the application
process.

Conclusion
95

The Council meeting minutes adopted a resolution that accepts the findings and
mitigation recommendations within the LVIA Technical Study (Hearing Book Tab 22)
without change.
‘A revised landscape and vegetation plan, prepared by a qualified person, detailing the
location of planting or establishment, botanical and common names, height at maturity
of the vegetation (locally indigenous species) and ongoing management of the
vegetation to be planted for the purposes of landscaping, screening, vegetation of
drainage lines and for a flora and fauna corridor (linking the forested areas to the north
and south of the Work Authority area). The plan must be prepared in accordance
with the mitigation measure listed in the Landscape and Visual Impact
assessment prepared by Tract Consulting dated 6 July 2020.’ (p61 Council
Minutes)

96

The effect of the Distinctive Areas Landscapes (DAL) process has not been resolved
at this time. The concerns identified by Council do not relate to site specific LVIA
matters.
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‘Bass Coast Shire was declared a Distinctive Areas and Landscape for its natural
environment legacy. Whilst the Act covers resources, the industry is inconsistent with
the Shire’s natural environment visitor economy and the economic assessment fails to
address the impact on the Regions Visitor Economy.’ (p59 Council Minutes)

4.7

Public Submissions

97

Tab 58
§

Resident objection includes references to:
The application process pre-empting the Distinctive Areas Landscapes (DAL)

findings that potentially address further protections to the natural values of the
region surrounding the site.
§

Amenity concerns relating to the potential loss of woodland and the cumulative
effect of traffic changes.

Response: The subject site does not contain listed conservation reserves that are
subject to the Bass Coast DAL protection requirements or related planning controls.
The landscape and visual impacts that result from the proposed development can be
managed through mitigation measures. External cumulative impacts related to
additional traffic and signals are predicted to be minor and consistent with the general
growth in the Grantville area.
98

Tab 62
§

Resident objection includes references to:

Amenity concerns related to additional trucks

Response: The concern is likely to be primarily focussed on noise and dust. In terms
of visual impact, external cumulative impacts related to additional traffic and signals
are predicted to be minor and consistent with the general growth in the Grantville
area.
99

Tab 74
§

Tract

Resident objection includes references to:

The low rating of amenity impacts associated with the proposed development.
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Response: The ratings of impacts are based on the expected changes from existing
baseline values. Based on the modelling and the mitigation strategies proposed (and
accepted by Council), the amenity changes for residents and travellers will be low.
100

Tab 76
§

Wonthaggi based objection includes references to:

Negative impact on regional tourism values and perceptions

Response: Based on the modelling and the mitigation strategies proposed (and
accepted by Council), the amenity changes for residents and travellers will be low.
External cumulative impacts related to additional traffic and signals are predicted to
be minor and consistent with the general growth in the Grantville area.
101

Tab 84

Ventnor based objection that represents a community interest group

includes references to:
§

The likely development of an ‘industrial character’ to the area

§

Degradation of the natural coastal amenity of the area

§

Incompatibility with the intent of the future DAL provisions

Response: Based on the modelling and the mitigation strategies proposed (and
accepted by Council), the amenity changes for residents and travellers will be low.
External cumulative impacts related to additional traffic and signals are predicted to
be minor and consistent with the general growth in the Grantville area.
The subject site does not contain listed conservation reserves that are subject to the
Bass Coast DAL protection requirements or related planning controls.
102

Tab 86
§

Wonthaggi based objection includes references to:

The intent of the DAL process (not pre-empting the outcome of the study) and
the Shire’s amenity objectives generally.

Response: The subject site does not contain listed conservation reserves that are
subject to the Bass Coast DAL protection requirements or related planning controls.
Councils planning framework does not provide special planning controls for the site
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relating to landscape or amenity. Based on the modelling and the mitigation
strategies proposed (and accepted by Council), the amenity changes for residents
and travellers will be low.
103

Tab 96
§

Community Interest Group objection makes reference to:

The Application pre-empting the DAL policy framework

Response: The subject site does not contain listed conservation reserves that are
subject to the Bass Coast DAL protection requirements or related planning controls.
Councils planning framework does not provide special planning controls for the site
relating to landscape or amenity.
104

Tab 100
§

Resident objection includes references to:

Concerns about the preparedness and capacity of the proponent to deliver the
landscape mitigation measures described in the LVIA Technical Report (Tab
22)

§

References to SPPF Clauses 11.07.1 and 12.04 regarding protection of
settlement identity and significant environments and landscapes. Again, the
comments question the ability of the project and the proponent to deliver
appropriate landscape and environmental outcomes that meet the SPPF
clause objectives.

§

The general loss of rural land

§

The lack of certainty regarding rehabilitation outcomes

Response: The subject site does not contain listed conservation reserves that are
subject to the Bass Coast DAL protection requirements or related planning controls.
Councils planning framework does not provide special planning controls for the site
relating to landscape or amenity.
The site already operates as a quarry. Rehabilitation plans provided as part of the
Application confirm that the most sensitive elevated parts of the site would be fully
reformed and revegetated. The lower parts of the site will retain a rehabilitated
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landform that reflects the quarrying history (lake) but this outcome is not considered to
be incompatible with broader environmental values and that part of the site will remain
screened from the Bass Highway and residents.
105

Tab 107

Wonthaggi based objection (with local Grantville connection) includes

references to:
§

The need for additional sound barriers to protect residents

§

The visual effect from Bass Highway

Response: Sound barriers already exist along the residential edge. Any changes to
those barriers and related roadside planting would have to consider aesthetic quality.
The visual effects from Bass Highway have been considered in detail. The mitigation
measures proposed within the LVIA technical study (Tab 22) will effectively screen
views of the quarry operation.
106

Tab 109
§

Grantville resident objection includes references to:

The effect of the quarry in changing Grantville from a tranquil seaside village to
an industrialised mining town

Response: Based on the modelling and the mitigation strategies proposed (and
accepted by Council), the amenity changes for residents and travellers will be low.
External cumulative impacts related to additional traffic and signals are predicted to be
minor and consistent with the general growth in the Grantville area.
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5

Conclusion & recommendation

5.1

Conclusion

107

The Bass Coast planning framework and related state government policies do not rate
the subject site as a site of special landscape importance. It is not subject to special
overlay protections.
The DAL process is unlikely to significantly change policy settings related to the site.
The lack of off-site visual impacts is consistent with DAL objectives.

108

While formal LVIA related planning controls do not apply to the site, its general
location adjoining a regional highway and the nature of surrounding landscape areas
suggest that the overall landscape character and visual amenity of the site setting
should be maintained to a level that is compatible with its wider setting.

109

Bass Highway represents the most sensitive viewpoint and therefore mitigation of
impacts from this location is the most important factor. Maintaining the landform and
vegetation patterns of the low western ridge (the Bass Highway frontage) are critical
factors in impact mitigation. Proposed mitigation measures address these impacts.

110

Other potential viewpoints (east and west) provide only distant views which are likely
to provide such limited and small-scale views of the quarry operational area that they
are not rated as significant. These effects will not affect overall landscape
perceptions.

111

The elevated ridgeline in the eastern end of the site must be seen as a different
landscape element that requires its own mitigation treatments. Managing the location
of haul roads, maintaining existing vegetation, progressive extraction / rehabilitation /
revegetation are critical elements. The five-stage extraction and rehabilitation process
described in Hearing Book Tab 179 is appropriate to this outcome.
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5.2

Recommendation

112

With a staged extraction process, progressive site rehabilitation and effective
mitigation treatments, the current quarry proposal represents an acceptable change
to the landscape and scenic values of the Grantville site and the wider setting.

5.3

Declaration

113

I have made all the enquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and no
matters of significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been
withheld from the Panel.

Mark Reilly
Principal Landscape Architect
Tract Consultants Pty Ltd
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Appendix A – Site Aerial

Aerial site plan 2019
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Appendix B – Proposed Work Plan Variation (Oct 2020)

Proposed Work Plan Variation
Source: Bell, Cochrane & Associates Work Plan Oct-2020
(basis of LVIA Technical Report)
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Appendix C
Practice Direction No 2 Statement of Independent Expertise

Mark Reilly
Principal Landscape Architect
Tract Consultants Pty Ltd
Level 6/6 Riverside Quay
Southbank VIC 3006
(03) 9429 6133
0436 644 797
Qualifications
1988 – Master of Landscape Architecture (Melbourne University)
1979 – Bachelor of Education (Environmental Studies), Victoria College Rusden
Registered Landscape Architect (No 650)
Experience
Tract Consultants
City of Boroondara
Self-employed consultant
Gerner Consulting
Clouston
Tract Consultants
City of Caulfield
Road Construction Authority

2005 to present
2004
1998 – 2003
1992 – 1997
1991 – 1992
1989 – 1990
1987 – 1988
1985 – 1987

Areas of expertise
§ Landscape and visual impact assessment
§ Landscape planning
§ Site analysis, planning & design
§ Design related to major transport infrastructure.
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Appendix D
Abbreviated Curriculum Vitae

Mark Reilly
Principal Landscape Architect, Tract Consultants
Education
1988 – Master of Landscape Architecture (Melbourne University)
1979 – Bachelor of Education (Environmental Studies), Victoria College Rusden
Affiliations
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (1991)
Registered Landscape Architect (No 650)
Member OVGA Victorian Design Review Panel
Description
Mark has extensive experience within the private and public sector in Victoria and the
Northern Territory, in all aspects of landscape architecture and project management with a
strong background in landscape and visual impact assessment, problem analysis, site
planning and design related to major infrastructure.
Key Projects
Some of the key LVIA projects Mark has been responsible for include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Tract

Wineglass Bay Second Lookout LVIA, Freycinet, TAS
Ararat Bypass LVIA, Ararat, VIC
Grantville Sand Extraction (Stage 2), Grantville, VIC
Bookar Solar Farm LVIA, Meningoort, VIC
Drysdale Bypass LVIA Expert Evidence, Drysdale, VIC
Anakie Quarry LVIA, Anakie VIC
Deer Park Landfill LVIA, Deer Park VIC
Rye Landfill Extension VIA, Rye VIC
Grantville Sand Extraction (Stage 1) LVIA, Grantville VIC
Yarra Valley Quarry LVIA, Launching Place VIC
Point Nepean Quarantine Station LVIA, Portsea VIC
Alcoa Anglesea LVIA, Anglesea VIC
Yaloak Wind Farm LVIA, Ballan VIC
Low Head Management Plan, LVIA, George Town TAS
Wartook Reservoir Rehabilitation LVIA, Grampians VIC
Donnybrook Quarry LVIA, Donnybrook VIC
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Appendix E
Glossary of terms

Amenity
Analysis
Assessment
Classification

Community
Community values
Cumulative effect
Designated landscape

Duration of effects
Effect
Enhancement
Impact
Indirect impact
Intervisibility
Landscape

Landscape assessment

Landscape character
Landscape quality
Landscape sensitivity
Landscape value

LVIA
Magnitude of effect
Mitigation

Tract

A measure of scenic quality.
Process of breaking down landscape or visual attributes into component
parts to understand how it is made or valued.
General term for description, classification and analysis of landscape or
visual attributes.
A process of sorting the landscape into different types using selected
criteria, but without attaching relative values to the different kinds of
landscape.
A group with shared culture, traditions and activities based within a
defined locality.
Commonly held perceptions and values that the community attach to
environmental attributes or qualities. These can include individual views.
Collective impact of past, present and foreseeable future effects and
actions.
A landscape area formally listed by government as a park, reserve or area
with valuable natural or cultural attributes and specific management
requirements.
Measure of both time and the reversibility of effects.
A consequence of change.
Landscape improvement through restoration, reconstruction or mitigating
action.
A positive or negative change to the landscape or the visual environment.
Secondary impacts on the environment that occur away from the
development site, as a direct result of the new development.
Situation where an area is subject to overlapping visibility from more than
one visual receptor
A distinctive physical area as perceived by people, whose character is the
result of the action and interaction of natural and / or human factors.
Human perception of the land conditioned by knowledge and identity with
a place.
Deals with the potential effects on the quality of the landscape setting,
considered as an environmental resource, independent of views of that
landscape.
A distinct and recognisable pattern of landscape elements or
characteristics that occur consistently in a particular type of landscape.
A judgement about the relative physical condition of an area, related to its
intactness, character and visual, functional and ecological condition.
The extent to which a landscape can change without unacceptable
adverse effects on its landscape character.
The relative value or importance attached to a landscape, which
expresses agreed community values because of its quality, scenic beauty,
tranquillity, wildness, cultural associations, conservation or other special
value.
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Combination of scale, extent and duration of an effect.
Measures to avoid, reduce or compensate for adverse landscape and
visual effects.
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Perception of landscape

The psychology of seeing and potentially attaching value or meaning to a
landscape
Receptor
Physical landscape resource, viewer or special element that will
experience an effect as a result of change.
Scenic quality
A relative judgement, based on common community perceptions, about
the visual qualities associated with a landscape type or character area.
Sense of place
A relative judgement, based on common community perceptions, about
the essential character and spirit of an area.
Sensitivity
The extent to which changes in landscape and visual resources can
accept change without unacceptable, adverse effects on its character.
Sensory characteristics Perceptual characteristics or capacities that underpin a person’s ability to
view, comprehend and respond to the landscape.
Significance
A relative measure of the importance of a landscape or visual change
against a defined value system
Study area
Combination of the proposed development site and the surrounding area,
typically to a radius of at least 6km for larger scale projects. Landscape
character references are likely to relate to a larger regional area.
Viewshed
A region visible to an observer, defined by reference to an actual view or
area of theoretical visibility determined by a ZVI analysis.
Visualisation
A computer simulation, photomontage or technique to illustrate the
appearance of a proposed development.
Visual absorption capability Index of an areas ability to accommodate changes without a significant
reduction in landscape and visual quality or amenity.
Visual amenity
The value of a particular area or view in terms of what is seen.
Visual assessment
Deals with potential effects on the visual resources of the setting from
changes in the composition and quality of views, people’s response to
likely changes and the overall effect on visual amenity.
Visual sensitivity
The extent to which a landscape can change without unacceptable
adverse effects on its visual character or scenic quality.
Zone of Visual Influence An area within which a proposed development may have an effect on
visual amenity (ZVI). This is also referred to as the ‘Zone of Theoretical
Visibility’.
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Appendix F – Nature & magnitude of impacts definitions
Nature of impact

Definition

Definition

Magnitude of
impact

Landscape impacts

Visual impacts

Major adverse

Total or substantial alteration to key
features of the baseline conditions

Total or substantial alteration to key
features of the baseline conditions.

Effects are at considerable variance with
the landform, scale and pattern of the
landscape and cannot be substantially
mitigated.

The proposal forms a significant and
dominant part of a view of high scenic
quality. Other scenic elements become
subordinate and diminished in value.

Would cause a high quality or designated
landscape to be substantially changed and
its quality and values diminished.

The valued scenic character of the site is
markedly changed.

Would be noticeably out of scale with the
landscape and clearly at variance with key
landscape attributes identified within the
baseline conditions.

The proposal forms a clearly visible and
recognisable new element within the
overall scene that is readily noticed by the
receptor.

Will leave an adverse impact on a
landscape of recognised quality

The scenic character and quality of the site
is diminished.

Will have an apparent but not obvious or
dominant effect on an area of recognised
landscape character or its key attributes.

The proposal constitutes a discernible but
minor component of the wider view.

Only a very slight change to baseline
conditions and maintains existing
landscape character and quality.

No part of the development proposal or
associated activity is visually discernible.

HIGH (6)

Moderate adverse
MODERATE (5)

Minor adverse
LOW (4)

Neutral impact
NEGLIGIBLE (3)

New features complement the scale,
landform and pattern of the site landscape
and its broader setting

Minor beneficial
NEGLIGIBLE (2)

Likely to enable the restoration of valued
landscape characteristics or features lost
or diminished through existing land use
activities.
Potential to contribute to the development
of a new and higher quality landscape
character.

Moderate / Major
beneficial
NEGLIGIBLE (1)

Tract

Sensitive visual receptors are adversely
affected by the change.

Awareness of the element will have a
negative but not a marked effect on overall
scenic quality.

The activity or feature is visible but has an
insignificant effect on the perceived values
or scenic quality of the setting

The proposal fits comfortably within the
existing visual landscape
The proposal helps to articulate existing
visual character and amenity values
Potential for the proposed development to
contribute to the development of a new
and higher value visual character.

Fits comfortably within the existing
landscape character and clearly
contributes to the development of higher
landscape values.

Fits comfortably within the existing
landscape character and clearly
contributes to the development of higher
landscape values.

Results in a significant improvement to the
quality of the landscape through the
rehabilitation of damaged areas or the
removal of features or activities that have a
negative impact on landscape values.

Results in a significant improvement to the
visual quality of the landscape through the
rehabilitation of damaged areas or the
removal of features or activities that have a
negative impact on scenic values.

Results in a distinctive landscape feature
that has the potential to add new values to
the landscape without diminishing existing
valued landscape characteristics.

Results in a distinctive landscape feature
that has the potential to add new visual or
tourism values to the landscape without
diminishing existing valued visual
characteristics.
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